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We conjecture that in the absence of new mixing effects at the weak scale the standard quark mass eigenstates and the quark 
weak eigenstates would coincide, and that for all three families a simple hierarchy would apply, with m° > rn o °. We further assume 
that the observed mass inequality md> mu arises from mixing ofd with a heavier quark D. This approach leads to a CKM matrix 
that is automatically expressed in terms of mass ratios and different from other ones that have been studied; it is consistent with 
experimental constraints. In addition to requiring the existence of D with a mass on the electroweak scale, in general an unambig- 
uous prediction is that I V~a [ = [ Vub [, which is soon testable. The approach can be implemented in E6-based models. 
Introduction. As is frequently remarked,  al though the s tandard  model  [ 1 ] is a full theory and is consistent  
with all experiments ,  it  is conceptual ly unsat isfactory in var ious  ways. One o f  them is that  all masses have to 
be put  in by hand; al though that  can be done technically with the Higgs mechanism,  the origin o f  mass is not  
unders tood.  It may  be, of  course, that  progress will not  come unti l  there is a complete  theory. Alternat ively,  
perhaps  the pa t te rn  of  measured  masses will lead to at least par t ia l  insights, as has so often happened  in the 
past  when da ta  led to theoret ical  developments .  
Wi th  quark masses, the observed s i tuat ion is not  very suggestive. Even the simplest  regularity, that  mt > mb 
and mc > ms, is v io la ted  for the lightest family. One thing that  we propose  here is that  the reversal  o f  the ordering 
is tell ing us something significant. Namely,  we conjecture that  the mass  of  the down-quark  d is shifted f rom 
the value it has in the fermion lagrangian by mixing with a heavier  quark D o f  the same color and  electric 
charge. 
The qual i ta t ive  logic that  leads us in this direct ion is that  such a mixing can give a mass matr ix  for d and 
D of  the form (m ~ ~t) where ~ is small  and  can be ignored, and  m<<M. Then,  as is famil iar  in the see-saw 
mechanism,  the eigenvalues are m J M ,  M, so the lighter mass  has a value that  is uncoupled  f rom its unmixed  
value i f  m2/M>> & No tuning or cancel lat ion is required.  In  addi t ion,  group representat ions  with Q =  - 1/3 
quarks that  are S U ( 2 )  singlets have become very famil iar  in recent years, so we know immedia te ly  that  we 
can implement  such ideas in specific models.  
Another  way to view our  argument  is that  we are assuming that  the quark weak eigenstates and  mass eigen- 
states would  be ident ical  in the absence of  mixing. The mixing effectively breaks S U ( 2 )  and rotates the mass 
eigenstates. The d-quark  with definite mass  contains  an S U ( 2 )  singlet piece of  order  m/M. 
One consequence o f  this approach  is that  the heavier  quark must  have a mass of  the order  of  one hundred  
to a few hundred  GeV, or  the idea would not  make  much sense. Esthetically we f ind that  very at t ract ive for 
an anthropic  reason; that  md>  mu is crucial for the form our  world takes, since it allows neutron [~-decay and 
affects a number  o f  cosmological  aspects o f  the way the world  is formed.  It  is a t t ract ive to us to account for 
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such an effect in terms of  simple mass regularities and physics at the electroweak scale, rather than fine tuning 
of  feed-down effects f rom the Planck scale or the G U T  scale [ 2 ]. 
As we will see in the following, pursuing this logic implies a CKM matrix [ 3 ] where the quark mixing angles 
are given by products o f  ratios of  masses. The resulting expressions for the elements of  the CKM matrix will 
give in general one prediction, [ Vt~ I = [ Vub l, without further assumptions. Since the size of  the recently observed 
0 -0 Bd-Bd mixing is large, [ V~d [ is expected to be large, so if  this prediction is correct Vub should soon be observ- 
able. The size of  CP violation is constrained to be at most  about the observed value, though without further 
input we cannot determine the phases o f  the elements o f  the CKM matrix [4,5 ]. 
In the next section we specify a possible structure o f  the theory, and write the neutral and charged currents. 
After that we examine several implications. We believe the general framework we are discussing may transcend 
particular implementations in models, or applications that require further input. Consequently, we list a num- 
ber of  model-dependent remarks only in the last section. We are presently studying models that realize our 
framework, and examining ways to constrain parameters. We also remark briefly in the last section on other 
approaches to fermion masses that consider the u - d  inversion. 
Fermion masses. We assume the fermion mass matrix f rom the fundamental  lagrangian is 
UR 
I ° 1 
mu 0 
Mu=~l L mc ° , 
0 m ° 
(1) 
for the up-quarks, where rows and columns are labeled on the left and top, and 
dR [:o 0 
M d = d L  ms ° mO 







for the down-quarks. That is, there exists another down-type quark that mixes with d, s, b. I f  more down-type 
quarks also mix the form of  Md can be extended. We assume that o o. md << mu, if a specific value were required, 
we could use m°o/m°u ~ m° /m °.DL and DR are both SU(2)  singlets; such a particle is referred to as vector-like. 
Since no mixing occurs for the up-type quarks, we take mob, m °, mt ° to be the measured masses mu, me, mt 
(mr will presumably be measured at the Tevatron collider if  not  before). For our purposes here we do not 
discuss the mixing effects on m ° and mob, SO m ° -----ms and mb ° --rob. All such effects will be discussed in ref. 
[6].  Only m ° is qualitatively modified in value. 
DL and DR are assumed to be SU(2)  singlets, so M i s  an allowed mass term (Ad=0)  and can be as large as 
allowed by the symmetries that operate. We assume M is of  the order of  the electroweak scale, i.e. M ~  Mz to 
within factors of  two. The masses m °(' ) require SU (2) breaking ( A / =  1/2) so they are naively expected to be 
suppressed relative to M; assume m~ ~ 1 GeV (to within factors o f  two).  The scale o fmi  is more subtle to assign. 
Naively we might expect mi ~ 1 GeV also, since mixing is involved. On the other hand, no SU(2)  breaking is 
required for mi (it is A J = 0 )  so m i ~ M  could occur. In fact, models can be constructed either way that achieve 
our goals. In this paper we will concentrate on the case where mi ~ m~, and in ref. [ 6 ] several alternative models 
will be examined. 
Eq. (2) can be diagonalized exactly, but  the answer is not  instructive. We only give expressions as an expan- 
sion in mJM, m~/M. The diagonal down-quark mass matrix is 
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m~ = U~ Md U~* , 
m b  
m D  
with eigenvalues 
md~---m]ml/M, m ~ - m  ° ,  mb~--m ° ,  




- - [ l~3 /m  b [ - -mb/ (m2- -m2s)][ . J . t~3-Jr (ms /mb) lZ32]  
m~*/M m~*/M 
m D ~--m. 
(3) 
(4) 
/213/mb --  m~ I M  
[mb/(m 2 --m~)] [1223 + (mJmb)#*2] - m ~ / M  
1 - m ; / M  
m~*/M 1 
(5a) 
where #ij=m} mj/M, and 
U~ = U~(mi,-,m;*) . (6) 
The CKM matrix is then the hermitian conjugate of the 3 × 3 block of U~. The elements of (5a) are at most 
linear in the two types of small parameters/2, m'/M. We must wonder also, however, if small effects or very 
small parameters get sizeable corrections at next order. In particular small flavour-changing neutral-current 
effects (FCNC) come to next order and the relation I(UaO31l = 1( U d) 131 involves small numbers. In both 
cases the most important corrections result from the next order terms in m'/M [4]: 
( U~)tj~ ( U~)ij + (m~mj*/MZ)fit2/[( - )~ofit2 _fit/a] , (5b) 
where i, j =  1, 21 3 and fit stands for the observed masses md,s, b. These terms are at most a few per cent of the 
previous matrix elements. The antihermiticity of U~ (implying for instance equal moduli for symmetric matrix 
elements) follows from the fact that in this framework U~ is, in agreement with experiment, infinitesimal. In 
other words, for small mixing unitarity requires the small off-diagonal elements be equal. In the CKM matrix 
small off-diagonal entries correspond to small angles in the Maiani parametrization [3]. However, in the 
Kobayashi-Maskawa parametrization [ 3 ] small rotations do not correspond to small (Euler) angles (01~ 0, 
whereas, up to a CP phase, 02~ -03 ,  but arbitrary and in general large), then being a less convenient para- 
metrization for present applications. As it is well known, of the different parameters defining the model only 
four different functions (including a phase) can enter the CKM matrix (see eq. (5)). 
Define 
1 -lt12/ms --#13/mb rn~/M'~ 
Ai, = lZ*z/ms 1 [ -mb/ (m 2-mz)][u23 + (ms/mb)#*2] m j M ]  
kJt*3/mb [mb/(m~, --m~a)][/z*3 + (mdmb)#32] 1 m~/m/ 
= ( V~jIm}/M), (7) 
with i , j= 1, 2, 3 and a =  1, 2, 3, 4. The usual CKM matrix is the 3×3  block of A, V~j. Letting ui, d ,  stand for 
the mass eigenstates, and 
(]3;:<3 ~k=t,2,3Im'kl2/M2/Im}/M ~_(m}mJo*/M2 00) B~p= k=2, 2,3 (U~)°~k(U~*)k'~kmj*/M ' (8) 
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the lagrangian is [ 7] 
/ 2 *- u l 2 2 - u - " 2 L =  (g2 N//2)WuULiY dL,A,~ +h.c. + ~ ~ Z u ( u L w  uL~-dt~? 'udLpB,a-2 sin 0WJEM ) . (9) 
Because the off-diagonal elements of  B o are of  order m}mj*/M 2, FCNC of that order will arise, i.e. 
Bd~=-mlm;*/M 2 [8]. Then strongest constraint is expected to arise from K-~g+g - ,  which requires 
] Bds [ < 2 × 10 - 5. Given that each element m I/M~ 10 - 2, there will be no trouble satisfying this constraint. Indeed, 
similar ratios are required for ma~- 10 MeV-~ m]ml/M, and to satisfy all constraints. Many other interesting 
FCNC will occur. 
Further implications. The one clear prediction for the models we consider is that ] Vta l = I Vub[. AS remarked 
earlier, this will be tested soon, since ] Vtd I is expected to be rather large because of the o - o B -B d mixing, while 
Vub has not yet been observed. Other consequences depend on the details of  values for mi, m' .  For example, 
i f  mi= m~ then 
Vub "~ -- (md/ms) Vcb/Vus ---0.013, (10) 
while ifm2=m3, Vub=msVus/mb"O.O08, etc. Various models will be examined in ref. [6]. Note the current 
limit on I Vub/Vcb ] is about 0.19. 
The magnitude of M also cannot be specified accurately without further assumptions. Given that md, three 
independent elements of  V o (as well as CP violation), and various FCNC constraints must all be given cor- 
rectly, in essentially any real theoretical model all the relevant parameters will be determined. Before presenting 
specific models, we prefer to do a thorough, detailed study to see if any unique results emerge. 
CP violation can be mediated by charged and neutral currents (see (7), (8) and (9)).  Both contributions 
are comparable and of the correct order [4,5 ]. In this case CP violation can be implemented with only two 
families for in general charged and tree level FCNC can not be made real simultaneously. 
The phenomenology of the quark D is well understood. It is produced dominantly from gg~DI3 at a hadron 
collider, since it is a color triplet. The cross sections are the same as for any color triplet of a given mass. Its 
decays are determined by the lagrangian of eq. (9), and contain some interesting modes such as D ~ d g + ~ t - ,  
D ~ d e + e  - ,  D--,dv9 in addition to the usual decays D-~u~tv, etc. [9]. These FCNC decays are at the level of  
one per cent per lepton flavor. They will provide clear confirmation of the discovery of D if it exists. For MD < 125 
GeV it can be observed at the Tevatron collider. Above that range we will have to wait for a future collider 
such as SSC or a higher luminosity Tevatron. We do not know of any dramatic effect expected from D in loops 
since no SU(2) breaking is required to give it mass. It couples to the Higgs field through its mixing with other 
quarks. Moreover, since they will be extra suppressed by inverse powers of  its mass, it cannot significantly affect 
the Higgs boson production cross section and/or rare decays. 
Comments. 
(a) We are aware, of  course, that this approach can be given an  E 6 interpretation [ 10 ] ~1, making'it attractive 
to superstring enthusiasts. The fundamental E 6 representation, 27 = 16 + 10 + 1, decomposed into SO (10) rep- 
resentations. The SO(10) spinor representation, 16, contains dL, dR usual. For the example we emphasized, 
with m,<<M, the DL, DR are quark singlets in the 10 of SO(10). It is also possible to construct models with 
DL.R as a dR,R component of a 27+27 when m,~-M. 
(b) A superstring-inspired E6 model lagrangian can be written to implement the example we have studied. 
In the simplest case the various masses arise from sneutrino vacuum expectation values, so R-parity is broken 
[ 12]. We believe no contradiction with experiment arises in such a model, and we are carefully examining the 
various numerical constraints. However, we emphasize that our basic approach should not be identified with 
~ For an introduction to E6-superstring inspired models, see ref. [ 11 ]. 
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a par t icu lar  model  at this  stage. The value o f  a mode l  is to help being sure that  the approach is sensible; nature  
may  choose a more  clever implementa t ion .  
(c)  The systematics  o f  previous  mass matr ix  studies [ 13] can be combined  with our  approach  to reduce 
parameters .  When  such assumpt ions  are added,  generally a "p red ic t ion"  for m t will occur. Since Vtd is also 
predicted,  o - o  Ba-Bd mixing will strongly constra in  such studies. 
(d )  One approach  to unders tanding  the u - d  rat io has been to assure that  coupling constant  renormal iza t ion  
effects f rom the G U T  scale down to mu, ma, usually mainly  affect mu and account for the observed masses. 
However ,  in supersymmetr ic  theories there are generally extra suppression factors ~Ms/Mc (Ms is the scale 
where supersymmetry  is b roken  and M~ the G U T  scale).  This  extra factor is very small  and  renders  negligible 
the needed effects o f  o rder  o~Mw. There  appear  to be exceptions,  however  [ 14 ]. 
(e)  The matr ices  U are ant i -hermi tean  to the order  we have wri t ten them. That  is actually general, since a 
uni ta ry  matr ix  near  the ident i ty  is an t i -he rmi tean  to lowest order. That  is why the usual C K M  matr ix  o f  modul i  
is a lmost  symmetr ic ,  given that  the mixings are small  and  uni tar i ty  is imposed.  
(f)  Note  that  m~ ') cannot  be zero since the corresponding diagonal  e lement  would then be m°=md< 
m ° = mu. That  is a strong constraint  on models.  
(g) A number  o f  people  have s tudied d - D  mixing in the E 6 framework,  mainly  to check that  no inconsis tency 
appeared  that  would interfere with other  aspects of  the E 6 p h e n o m e n o l o g y  [ 15 ]. As far as we are aware, others 
have not  taken as a p r imary  poin t  the presence o f  the d - D  mixing (wi thout  u mixing)  that  uncouples ma from 
its unmixed  value, and  relates it  to the mixing mass and to roD. It should be possible to test whether  nature  
has used this mechanism,  regardless o f  the connect ion to E6 or  o ther  models,  through the constraints  on the 
C K M  matr ix  and perhaps  through the discovery of  D. In the f ramework of  lef t - r ight  models  neutr ino masses 
seem also to require  heavy D quarks [ 16 ]. 
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